Cover Up!
MGP's New JK Caliper Covers
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Everything on your rig is looking really clean……except
those dirty brake calipers. They stand out through the
spokes of your cool hoops like a bad holiday tie.
So what do you do? While you could pony-up
up the dough
for those mega-buck
buck aftermarket calipers, your brakes
work fine, so why not get the look without the cost? The
crew at MGP Caliper Covers has come up with an
affordable solution that will complement your rig's good
looks.

MGP uses two different style of retaining clips, a "slot"
type and a "stud" type. Our front caliper covers utilized
the "slot" style.
We simply placed the cover over the caliper, slid the
clips in place, and attached with the supplied nuts
(photos 1-3).

We installed a front & rear set of covers on our rig in
under an hour and they look great!! Don't have a Jeep?
MGP also makes covers for a multitude of other
vehicles. The kits come complete with all necessary
hardware. The instructions are straightforward, and
minimal tools are required.
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The kit has everything you need & definitely adds "Attitude"!

We started our install by raising the vehicle and
removing the wheels.
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On the rear, the covers were "stud" type. We first placed
the clips over the caliper mount. Then we placed the
covers over the studs and attached with the supplied
hardware (photos 4-6).
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Once all covers were installed, we re-installed the
wheels and torqued the studs to spec. While our wheels
didn't show much of the covers due to the spoke style,
when the vehicle is in motion, everyone can see the
entire cover as well as the logo due to the spinning
speed, which looks really
y cool.

Sources:
Covers- MGP Caliper Covers www.calipercovers.com
Installation- Off Road Toyz www.sxsunlimited.com

